Meet Alonzo Gregory
Professional HGV driver

What does he drive?
Mercedes-Benz HGV

Transport priorities
2. Getting traffic moving again quickly after an incident.
3. Better planning of roadworks – keep alternative routes open, and open lanes quickly when work not being done.

What roadworks mean to him: The roads need more maintenance, but more importantly, better coordination. It’s infuriating to see closed lanes when it appears no work is taking place. ‘I don’t understand why alternative routes are closed at the same time.’

His journey:
HGV driver for 15 years, typically driving freight within the UK and Northern Europe.

What if...
road networks were smart enough to not only respond to the flow of traffic but also the type of vehicles – keeping HGV’s and cars moving efficiently at busy times depending on traffic flow, road gradient, weather etc.

What’s his ideal road trip?
Alonzo drives all over the UK for a living and has seen it all. He wants good, safe road surfaces, no roadworks, and consideration from other drivers, especially when it comes to following road rules.